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NOTICE No.RRC/ER/CEN-02/2018                     Dated: 23/08/2019 

 
NOTICE 

 

  

CEN-02/2018 

        ---------------------------------------- 
 

  
Further to the provisional panel against CEN 02/2018, listed on RRC ER official 

website on 16/7/2019, it has been found on re-check that following names have been 

included erroneously:- 

 

Sl.No. Name Roll No. 

1. RONIT PODDER 222029019420112 

2. ADARSH VISHWAKARMA 222092041160002 

3. KAMALJEET KUMAR 222028113640010 

4. VICKY SHARMA 222094090400008 

5. RAJU KUMAR RANA 222110027900017 

 

Regarding Shri Ronit Podder – His medical category is B2 and Below and his 

position in UR merit is Sl. No.548.  At this panel seniority, no post in C1 is available.  

Hence he cannot be accommodated in the panel.  He has been sent a written 

communication in this regard. 

 

Regarding Sl. No. 2, 3, 4, 5 (ADARSH VISHWAKARMA, KAMALJEET KUMAR, 

VICKY SHARMA, RAJU KUMAR RANA) – Their community has been mentioned as 

Lohar, which is not included in ST list circulated by Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Govt. of India. 

Hence they cannot be accommodated in the panel.  They have been sent a written 

communication in this regard. 

 
 The candidates, whose candidature was pending due to GEQD and other 

verification and after having found clear in all aspects, their names would be separately 

published shortly on the website. A final merit list of all finally empanelled candidates 

would be published subsequently. A list of not empanelled candidates would also be 

published shortly, along with the reasons of non empanelment.  

 



 

This is for information to all other provisionally empanelled candidates against CEN 

No.02/2018 that panel papers will be sent to Units for conducting of pre-recruitment 

formalities and further verification would be done by Units. Candidates would be appointed 

only after clearance at Unit level verification. Further communication regarding conducting 

of pre-recruitment formalities i.e. sending for Police Verification, sending of Attestation 

Form, etc. to concerned candidates would be done by Units, intimation for which would be 

sent on postal address of candidates.  

 

This is also for information that RRC/ER is a Recruiting Agency and is only 

responsible for preparation and upload of provisional panel.   

 
  
 

 

           Chairperson/RRC-ER 
 


